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THE PATH TO CREDIBILITY: PREPARING
TO WITHSTAND DAUBERT CHALLENGES
Rob Shaft
For CPAs providing litigation services,
the utterance of Daubert or Target Mar
ket Publishing or Kumho Tire often
inspires immediate introspection, sec
ond thoughts, and yes, at times, even
self-doubt. For if you are in the thick
of providing litigation services, in par
ticular, valuation and economic dam
age analyses, you know that some day,
you’ll be put on the spot to justify
your work product under the auspices
of Daubert. “So what!” you say. “Every
time I’m deposed or get on the stand
I have to justify my work product. Not
only that, I have to justify myself!” All
true, but rest assured, the require
ments of Daubert v. Merrell Dow Phar
maceuticals, Inc. and its children,
Kumho Tire Company, Ltd., et al. v.
Patrick Carmichael, et al. and Target
Market Publishing, Inc. v. ADVO, Inc.
define the final resting grounds for
credibility and ultimate justification.

DAUBERT AND THE FINANCIAL EXPERT
OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHY
TO ALL AFFECTED BY THE
NATIONAL TRAGEDY OF
SEPTEMBER 11, 2001.

AICPA

The financial e x p ert faces many
issues when preparing an evidentiary
report. Yet, there are no specific rules
th a t an e x p e rt m ust abide by to
ensure acceptance under Daubert.
Rather, Daubert and its children, Tar
get and Kumho, have established a set
of general guidelines and parameters
to be followed by experts when
preparing expert reports or testi
mony in any case. As a reminder, the
Daubert co u rt prom ulgated these
guidelines as:
1. Testing—Can the theory or tech
nique be tested?

2. Peer Review— Has the theory or
technique been subject to peer
review?
3. Error Rate— Does the theory or
technique have a known or poten
tial rate of error and do standards
exist controlling the technique?
4. General Acceptance—Is the theory
or technique generally accepted
within a particular scientific or
technical community?
Regardless, the incredible stress an
actual Daubert challenge would elicit,
the p o ten tia l im plications to an
expert of having his or her testimony
stricken, and permanently on record,
can be, to say the least, devastating.
So, how can the financial expert rea
sonably ensure that his or her testi
mony and evidentiary report are as
reliable as possible, thereby limiting
exposure to such a challenge?
Numerous articles, professional
guides, and books have been pub
lished to assist the financial expert in
ensuring that his or her proffered evi
dence and resulting testimony are
credible and thus, accepted by the
court. Many of the common themes
and guidelines gleaned from these
published works are presented below
but, let’s face it, grasping the big pic
ture or thinking outside the box (to
use as many cliches as possible) is the
key to an enlightening, accurate, and
successful experience in any litigation
support situation. All too often, the
expert jumps into the meat of the evi
dentiary report, the valuation or dam
ages calculation for example, if for
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no other reason than old habits and
ease. An occupational hazard, if you
will. But as we all know, in most busi
ness situations, planning is half the
battle. Yet, too often, we forget to
practice this time-honored strategy
prior to entering the fray.

PLANNING— THE KEY
As with m ost substantive efforts,
planning is the vanguard to success.
Sure, m ost of us can o b tain an
understanding of the case at hand,
determine what type of evidentiary
report should be presented, and pre
pare the model with our spreadsheet
of choice. However, developing a
plan to address all pertinent case
issues is tantamount to ensuring that
you don’t find yourself backpedaling
out of the courtroom with your tail
between your legs.
The first step then, after receiving
the phone call from the attorney, is
to obtain an understanding of the
lawsuit. This can take a couple of dif
ferent paths but I find I obtain the
easiest and most effective u n d er
standing from reading the complaint
and the co rre sp o n d in g answer.
When reviewing and analyzing the
pleadings, ensure th at you have
grasped the origin of the complaint
as well as the basis of the rebuttal.
Obviously, the focus of your atten
tion and resulting report will depend
entirely on which side you represent.
However, make no mistake, it is wise
to have a full understanding and
an ticip ato ry fo u n d atio n o f the
“other side’s” basis for refu ting your
report and testimony.
To assist in overcom ing this

potentially catastrophic situation,
preparation of an outline concur
rent with your review of the plead
ings is immensely beneficial. An out
line provides a continuing overview
of the case and its issues while
encom passing the param eters of
your report. One outstanding soft
ware tool to create, modify, and
manipulate your outline is NoteMap
(see www.DecisionQuest.com for m ore
information). NoteMap allows you to
create an in itial ou tlin e using
expandable and collapsible levels of
notes and then manipulate it at your
convenience. Because your outline
acts as the “blueprint” to your evi
dentiary report, having a flexible,
dynamic tool or system is mandatory.
Whatever tool you use, whether the
Luddite handwritten format or an
autom ated system, establish your
outlining system now and use it for
every case you accept.
At a m inim um , your o u tline
should include:
1. Plaintiff's claims and basis for the
suit.
2. Defendant’s rebuttal and counter
claims.
3. Type of engagem ent (damages
calculation, business valuation,
etc.).
4. Unique factors (multiple plain
tiffs, class action, arbitration, fed
eral court, etc.).
5. Applicable standards.
6. Anticipated analytical methods.
7. Mitigating factors.
8. Required documentation.
9. Anticipated problems (inability to
obtain do cu m en tatio n , vague
applicability of standards, de novo

methodologies, etc.).
10. Expected format of report.
At the very least, if you prepare
your outline with care and diligence,
your understanding of the case and
ability to prepare a reliable, credible
report will be vastly improved.

PREPARING YOUR REPORT
Now that you have a good under
standing of the case at hand and its
pertinent issues (thanks to your out
line), it’s time to begin framing your
report. The scope of this article does
n o t p u rp o rt to specify re p o rt
m echanics or qualifications of
applicable standards. Rather, the
general parameters associated with
preparing for and ensuring compli
ance with the Daubert principles are
discussed below.
A warning: d o n ’t fall into the
trap of believing that you will be
held to the standards of Daubert
only in Federal cases. State and
local trial courts are influenced by
and are applying Daubert with
increasing frequency. O f the 50
states and the District of Columbia,
28 have explicitly followed the prin
ciples of the Daubert/Kumho inter
pretation of FRE 702 (Federal Rules
of Evidence Rule 702 establishes a
standard of evidentiary reliability
with respect to all expert matters)
and their state’s counterpart regard
ing the factors to consider in deter
mining admissibility of expert testi
mony. Sixteen states have rejected
the principles of Daubert/Kumho
with the remainder undecided (all
data is as of June 2000).
Based on the amalgamation of
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the courts’ decisions in Daubert/Tar
get/Kumho, experts should consider
the follow ing guidelines when
preparing evidentiary reports.
Know and Apply the Applicable Pro
fessional Standards. The financial
expert should be familiar with the
professional standards applicable to
the analysis or report. These stan
dards may be those of a regulatory
agency or a professional organiza
tion. Regardless, the expert must
have a base knowledge of the rele
vant professional standards. O f
course, there are always cases that
may require d ep artu re from the
applicable standards. In this situa
tion, the expert should always docu
m ent and disclose any departures
from applicable standards or the
advent of a de novo approach. Con
versely, compliance with applicable
and relevant standards should be
documented and disclosed as well.
Obtain Articles, Publications, and
Literature Relevant to Your
Position/Opinion. The mere ability to
docum ent a court-accepted pub
lished position congruent with yours
develops a certain level of inherent
credibility and reliability. An opinion
based on a technique or theory,
which has been published, may be
considered generally acceptable
under Daubert. Remember, you don’t
have to agree with each specific
aspect of a pu b lish ed opinion.
Rather, knowing and recognizing
industry-accepted theories and pro
cedures, often found in professional
literature, is considered a standard
for an expert. After all, adroit appli
cation of applicable professional
standards giving due consideration
to the facts and circumstances of the
case is the financial expert’s primary
responsibility.
Identify and Use Generally Accepted
Methods. The financial expert must
be able to identify generally
accepted methodologies and tech
niques and understand the proper
use of each. Under normal circum
stances, the expert should use the
profession’s recognized methods,
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techniques, and procedures. When
possible, multiple techniques should
be identified. The use of multiple
techniques provides mutually sup
portive evidence upon which to
derive the appropriate analytical
conclusions. Additionally, the use of
multiple techniques reduces the per
ception th a t the e x p e rt “h a n d 
picked” a particular methodology to
achieve desired results. Finally,
always remember to disclose any de
novo techniques used. By “offering”
your departure from accepted meth
ods and explaining the details for
such departures, you will go a long
way toward developing credibility for
your report, testimony, and yourself.
Document Your Facts. Most finan
cial experts use various research
sources; professional textbooks,
trade journals, documentation from
professional societies, Internet sites,
and o th e r sources of guidance.
Ensure that you know and trust your
sources’ reliability, particularly Inter
net sources. Internet-based research
is quick, easy, and accessible but is
readily subject to alteration by a
third party, thus potentially render
ing your research inaccurate or inef
fective. Questions, then, to ask of any
research but particularly Internetbased research are:
1. Did you obtain the information
directly from the a u th o r or
through a third party? If a third
party, is it reliable?
2. Do you know the methodology
used to gather and summarize the
information being used?
3. Have those professionals assisting
you properly documented their
facts, findings, and m ethodolo
gies?
Test Your Theories. Obviously, one
of the keys to objectivity is having a
colleague or someone totally inde
pendent of the process read your
report to test the logic, basis, and
theory of your conclusions. If it can’t
pass muster here, your chances in
court are poor. Most experts agree
that this form of “peer review” is
extremely beneficial. You should

request that these individuals look
for d e p a rtu re s from generally
accepted m ethodologies, de novo
aspects of your theories, analytical
weaknesses, lack of disclosures, defi
cient logic, and even mathematical
errors. The review should occur after
you complete your report but prior
to dep o sitio n or testim ony and
should assist you in identifying weak
nesses and issues before they are
broached by opposing counsel. This
will provide the expert with the com
mensurate level of confidence neces
sary to significantly ensure there are
no discernable logical, methodologi
cal, or m athem atical flaws in the
analysis.

WRAP UP
Well, there it is. Federal trial courts
as well as courts of appeal are apply
ing the standards associated with
Daubert/Target/Kumho with increas
ing frequency. It is clear that Daubert
applies to all expert matters under
FRE 702. Know and u n d e rsta n d
Daubert and you can walk into any lit
igation services situation without
worry about a challenge relating to
substantive credibility.
Litigation services can be fun,
challenging, and rewarding as long
as you observe a few simple rules.
Develop your plan, create your out
line, and identify your system. Make
it so and you’ll have a rewarding
“expert” experience. X
Editor’s Note: For background on Daubert v. Merrell
Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and related cases, see
“Guidelines for Guarding Against Daubert Challenges
to Expert Testimony” by Robert F. Reilly, CPA, ASA,
CFA in CPA Expert (Summer 1999).

Rob Shaff is President of The BAS Group,
Inc., Oklahoma City, a consulting firm spe
cializing in litigation services relating to
startup businesses and troubled business
re s tru c tu rin g s . He can be reached a t
rshaff@basgroup.org.
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BUILT-IN GAINS TAXES: BUSINESS
VALUATION CONSIDERATIONS, PART II
Leonard J. S liw o ski, CPA/ABV, PhD, CBA, ASA and Mary B. Bader, CPA, JD, LLM
As we said in Part I of this article (see
CPA Expert, Sum m er 2001), the
approach to valuing an operating
company generally differs from the
approach to valuing a holding or
investment company. The valuer of
an operating company assumes a
business will continue and generally
m easures value based on fu tu re
earnings and resultant cash flow. In
contrast, the valuer of a holding
company generally assumes value is
realized, not from future business
earnings and resultant cash flow, but
from the sale of business assets.1The
Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed
the General Utilities doctrine, which
held that a C corporation did not
recognize gain when it distributed
appreciated property to sharehold

ers. After 1986, a built-in gains tax
on appreciated corporate assets is
unavoidable at the C corporation
level upon the sale or other disposi
tion of such assets by the C corpora
tion.2,3
The repeal of the General Utili
ties doctrine coupled with the myr
iad of business entities now available
to business owners has created con
troversy among courts and valuers of
operating and holding companies.
Simply put, the controversy centers
on w h eth er built-in gains taxes
should be taken into account in valu
ing operating and holding compa
nies. This article focuses on the ques
tion of whether built-in gains taxes
of operating and holding companies
should be taken into account in the

Table 1: Calculation of Gain in the S Corporation Scenario
Calculation of gain at S corporation level

S corporation

Sales price of land

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis

(2 0 ,0 0 0 )

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

Recognition of gain at shareholder level

A’s share

B’s share

Combined

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

X .20

X .20

X .20

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

Capital gain tax rate for individuals
Built-in gains tax

context of C corporations, S corpora
tions, and partnerships, including
family limited partnerships, limited
liability companies (LLCs) and lim
ited liability partnerships (LLPs).
In Part I, we discussed this ques
tion in relation to operating compa
nies and holding companies orga
nized as C co rp o ratio n s. We
concluded that, with some excep
tions, built-in gains taxes can be
ignored by a valuer in most operat
ing companies, regardless of how
they are structured, and that built-in
gains taxes may need to be taken
into account if the operating com
pany holding nonoperating assets is
organized as a C corporation. Also,
we generally believe that the full
amount of built-in gains taxes should
reduce the net asset value of a hold
ing company organized as a C corpo
ration.
Having discussed operating com
panies and holding companies orga
nized as C corporations, we now look
at the same question in relation to
holding companies organized as S
corporations and partnerships.

HOLDING COMPANIES ORGANIZED AS
S CORPORATIONS
If A and B organize the holding
company as an S corporation, it may
be necessary to take built-in gains
taxes into account in valuing the
holding company.4 Returning to the
example we used in Part I, assume
the buyer wanted to purchase the
land now held by an S corporation.
The buyer could purchase the land
from the S corporation or purchase

1 Rev. Rul. 59-60,1959-1 C.B. 237 (1959).
2 The built-in gains tax discussed in this article is a broader concept than the §1374 built-in gains tax that applies to S corporations. In this article, the term built-in gains tax
refers to the income taxes associated with appreciated property owned by a business entity.

3An argument could be made that net asset value should not be reduced by the full amount of built-in gains taxes because a C corporation could avoid these taxes by mak
ing an S election and waiting 10 years to dispose of appreciated corporate assets. Rather, built-in gains taxes should be included as part of a discount for lack of mar
ketability since the 10 year holding period would significantly reduce the marketability of the C corporation’s stock.
This argument lacks substance. Although closely held business stock holding periods tend to be of substantial duration, it is difficult to identify a universe of probable, will
ing buyers who would purchase stock of a C corporation, cause it to make an S election, and wait 10 years to dispose of appreciated corporate assets. If a universe of proba
ble, willing buyers can’t be identified, it is not rational to assume that a sale of this type would occur. Moreover, the incremental increase to the discount for lack of mar
ketability can’t be determined without making assumptions about the relevant time period, discount rate, and income tax rate. These assumptions would be difficult to
support.
4 The built-in gains tax discussed here should be distinguished from the statutory §1374 built-in gains tax imposed on an S corporation. Under §1374 of the Internal Rev
enue Code, if a C corporation makes an S election and owns appreciated assets on the day of the election, it may be subject to a corporate-level tax on the built-in gain.
The §1374 tax is imposed on an S corporation if it disposes of appreciated assets within 10 years after the date on which an S election took effect. The built-in gains tax
discussed here is a broader concept, which encompasses all income taxes associated with appreciated property owned by a business entity.
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stock held by A and B. If the S corpo
ration sold the land to the buyer for
its fair market value of $100,000, the
co rp o ra tio n would recognize
$80,000 of built-in gain on the land
sale. This built-in gain would flow
through to A and B personally, who
would pay $16,000 of tax (see table
1). The buyer would take a $100,000
basis in the land.
On the other hand, if the buyer
purchased the stock of A and B, a
rational buyer may or may not pay
$100,000, the fair market value of
the land not reduced by any built-in
gains taxes. The buyer would have a
$100,000 basis in the S corporation
stock. However, if the S corporation
sold the land, the b u y e r/s h a re 
holder might have to pay $16,000 of
tax on $80,000 of built-in gain,
because the S corporation’s basis in
the land is $20,000. This circum 
stance occurs if the S corporation
sells the land in one tax year and liq
uidates in a subsequent tax year.
Given this circum stance, a buyer
would reduce the purchase price of
the stock by some am ount of the
built-in gains tax (see table 2).
Any reduction in the purchase
price for built-in gains taxes seems
unlikely if the buyer is purchasing a
controlling interest in an S corpora
tion. A shareholder with a controlling
interest can determine the timing of
asset sales and liquidation of the cor
poration, and thus avoid any negative
tax consequences arising from builtin gains taxes. If the buyer purchases
a minority stock interest in an S cor
poration, it is conceivable that some
recognition of built-in gains taxes may
be necessary. A minority shareholder
cannot control the timing of corpo
rate asset sales or the liquidation of
the corporation, and thus may not be
able to avoid built-in gains taxes.
Other factors that may be important
to consider in deciding whether to
recognize built-in gains taxes in an S
corporation include the number and
diversity of assets held by the S corpo
ration, the corporate bylaws, and any
shareholder agreements. These fac
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tors may affect the timing of when S
corporations assets are sold and when
a corporate liquidation is effected.
If A and B sold their stock to the

buyer for $100,000, together they
would net $84,000 after taxes from
the sale of their stock to a buyer (see
table 3). This is the same amount A

Table 2: Calculation of Gain at S Corporation Level from Sale of
Land on July 1 of Current Tax Year to Third Party*
S corporation
Sales price of land

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis

(2 0 ,0 0 0 )

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

*Assume the buyer paid $100,000 for stock of A and B on January 1 of the current year. Assume further
that the S corporation sold the land on July 1 of the current year and the S corporation was liquidated on
September 1 of the current year.

Recognition of gain at shareholder level*

Buyer’s share

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0 *

*Recognition of this gain increases buyer’s basis in S corporation stock from $100,000 to $180,000.

Liquidation of S corporation on September 1
of current tax year

Buyer/shareholder

Cash distributed to buyer/shareholder

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis of stock

(1 8 0 ,0 0 0 )

Capital loss

$ (8 0 ,0 0 0 )**

**If the land is sold and the S corporation is liquidated in the same year, the built-in gain and capital loss
offset each other. As a result, no reduction for built-in capital gains taxes is necessary if the land sale and
corporate liquidation occur in the same year. However, this is not the result if the land sale and the corpo
rate liquidation occur in different tax years. If the S corporation is liquidated in the year following the
land sale, the result is significantly different as the calculations below illustrate.

Calculation of gain at S corporation level from
sale of land in current tax year to third party

S corporation

Sales price

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis

(2 0 .0 0 0 )

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

Recognition of gain at shareholder level

Buyer’s share

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0 *

Capital gain tax rate for individuals
Built-in gains tax paid by buyer

X .20
$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

*Recognition of this gain increases buyer’s basis in S corporation stock from $100,000 to $180,000.

Liquidation of S corporation in following tax year

Buyer/shareholder

Cash distributed to buyer/shareholder

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis of stock

(1 8 0 .0 0 0 )

Capital loss

$ (8 0 ,0 0 0 )**

**Assuming buyer/shareholder is an individual, he or she may only use capital loss to offset capital gain
and $3,000 of ordinary income per year until the capital loss is used up. Since the land was sold in the pre
vious tax year by the S corporation, the $80,000 of prior year built-in gain recognized by buyer/share
holder is not available to absorb the $80,000 of current capital loss. Theoretically, the difference between
the $16,000 of built-in gains taxes paid by buyer/shareholder in the previous tax year and the present
value of the future income tax savings arising from the carryforward of $80,000 of capital loss should
reduce the $100,000 purchase price of the stock.

5
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Table 3: Calculation of After-Tax Cash Received by
Shareholders' Sale of S Corporation Stock
Sale of stock

A

B

Combined

Sales price

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis of stock

( 1 0 ,0 0 0 )

(1 0 ,0 0 0 )

(2 0 ,00 0 )

Built-in gain

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

Capital gain tax rate for individuals
Built-in gains taxes
After-tax cash received__________
Sales price
Less built-in gains taxes paid
After-tax cash received by A and B

and B would net if the S corporation
was liquidated, the land was distrib
uted to them, and they sold the land
to a buyer for $100,000 (see table 4).
As rational sellers, A and B may not
be willing to accept less than
$100,000 for the stock, particularly if
they own a controlling interest in the
corporation. If A and B own a minor
ity stock interest in the S corpora
tion, they may accept some reduc
tion in th eir pro rata share of
co rp o rate equity red u ced by a
minority interest discount due to the
built-in gains taxes. Acceptance of
this lower stock value could occur for
convenience purposes as these share
holders have no active market for
their stock and no ability to effect a
corporate liquidation.

HOLDING COMPANIES ORGANIZED AS
PARTNERSHIPS
General partnerships, limited part
nerships (including family limited
partnerships), limited liability com
panies, and limited liability partner
ships—all of these en tities are

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

X .20

X .20

X .20

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

A
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0
( 8 ,0 0 0 )
$ 4 2 ,0 0 0

B
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0
( 8 ,00 0 )
$ 4 2 ,0 0 0

Combined
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0
(1 6 ,0 0 0)
$ 8 4 ,0 0 0

income taxed under Subchapter K
of the Internal Revenue Code. The
term partnership is in te n d e d to
encompass all of these entities.
If A and B organize a holding
company as a partnership, it is gen
erally unnecessary to take built-in
gains taxes into account in valuing
the holding company because of the
ability of the partnership to make a
§754 election.5Returning once again
to the example above, assume two
buyers (C and D) wanted to pur
chase the land now held by a part
nership organized by A and B. C and
D could purchase the land from the
partnership or purchase the partner
ship interests held by A and B. If the
partnership sold the land to C and D
for its fair market value of $100,000,
the partnership would recognize
$80,000 of built-in gain on the sale of
the land, which would flow through
to A and B personally, who would
pay $16,000 of tax (see table 5).
If C and D purchased 100% of the
partnership interests of A and B,
they should be w illing to pay

$100,000 because, as controlling
partners, they could cause the part
nership to make a §754 election (see
the sidebar “The §754 Election” on
page 8). If a §754 election is in effect
for the partnership, C and D would
have a basis in their partnership
interests of $100,000 ($50,000 each)
and their share of the inside basis in
the land would also be $100,000
($50,000 each).6 If the partnership
sold the land for $100,000 to a third
party, C and D w ould n o t pay
income tax. Under §754, the part
nership’s inside basis in the land is
$100,000, which is equal to its fair
market value of $100,000. Thus, C
and D would report no capital gain
on the sale of the land by the part
nership. The §754 election ensures
that the purchase price paid by buy
ers of p a rtn e rsh ip in terests is
reflected by stepping up their share
of the inside bases of the partnership
assets. In essence, a §754 election
prevents purchasing partners from
paying built-in gains taxes associated
with partnership assets.
Section 754 is useful to buyers
who control a partnership to avoid
paying built-in gains taxes on part
nership assets. Since §754 is an elec
tion made by the partnership and
not the individual partners, concerns
arise when the buyer is not a control
ling partner or is a limited partner,
who is not allowed to participate in
partnership management decisions.
This is particularly true in light of
the rise of family limited partner
ships after the IRS issued Revenue
Ruling 93-12.7
The Tax Court addressed some
of these concerns in Estate ofJones v.
Commissioner (116 T.C. 121 (2001)).

5 Internal Revenue Code §754 allows the partnership to make an optional adjustment election. A §754 election is available only to partnerships, not to either C or S corpo
rations. This election is very useful to a buyer when the fair market value of the partnership interest purchased exceeds the inside bases of the partnership assets. This is
exactly the situation with built-in gains. The §754 election allows a buyer to step up his or her share of the inside basis of partnership assets to reflect the purchase price
paid by the buyer. In other words, built-in gains are eliminated if the partnership has a §754 election in effect.
6 Under IRC §708, if C and D purchase the partnership interests of A and B, the partnership has technically terminated. The terminated partnership is deemed to con
tribute its assets and liabilities to a new partnership in exchange for an interest in the new partnership. Immediately thereafter, the terminated partnership is deemed to
distribute partnership interests in the new partnership to the purchasing partners. See Treas. Reg. §1.708-1(b). As a result of the deemed liquidation, the new partnership
would initially take a carryover basis of $20,000 in the land. However, if the new partnership makes an election under §754, C and D are allowed to adjust their share of
the inside basis of the land from $10,000 each to $50,000 each to reflect the purchase price paid by them for their partnership interest.
7 In Rev. Rul. 93-12, 1993-1 C.B. 202 (1993), the IRS ruled that a minority discount could be applied to gifts made by family members. The IRS specifically stated that a
minority discount would not be disallowed solely because a transferred interest, when aggregated with other interests held by family members, would be part of a control
ling interest.
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In Jones, the taxpayer form ed two
fam ily lim ited p a rtn e rs h ip s by
transferring assets, including real
property, in exchange for limited
partnership interests. His children
also contributed real property in
exchange for general and limited
partnership interests. Immediately
after form ation of the family lim
ited p a rtn e rsh ip s, the taxpayer
gifted 83.08% of his limited part
nership interest in one family lim
ited p artn ersh ip to his son, and
16.915% of his limited partnership
interest to each of his four daugh
ters.
One of the issues before the tax
court was whether a discount attrib
utable to built-in gains taxes should
be applied to the taxpayer’s gifts of
his family limited partnership inter
ests. In Jo n e s, the p a rtn e rs h ip
agreement did not give the limited
partners the ability to make a §754
election, but did allow limited part
ners owning an aggregate of 51%
of the partnership to remove a gen
eral partner and appoint a succes
sor. If no successor were appointed
w ithin 90 days, the p a rtn e rsh ip
would dissolve and liquidate. The
tax court refused to allow a built-in
gains tax discount for either the
83.08% or 16.915% gifted limited
partnership interests. The tax court
found that a hypothetical willing
seller of the 83.08% limited part
nership interest has effective con
trol and would influence the gen
eral p a rtn e r to m ake a §754
election.
The tax court acknowledged that
a hypothetical willing seller of the
16.915% limited partnership inter
est would not exercise effective con
trol. However, the tax court refused
to allow a built-in gains discount
because “there is no reason why a
section 754 election would not be
made.” The tax court stated that a
§754 election would not cause any
detriment or hardship to the part
nership or the other partners. In
the c o u rt’s view, a hypothetical
seller and buyer of the m inority

CPAE xpert

Table 4: Calculation of After-Tax Cash Received by Shareholders
with S Corporation Liquidation*
Calculation of gain at S corporation level

S corporation

Fair market value of land on date of distribution

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis of land

(2 0 ,0 0 0 )

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation on distribution

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

*The land was distributed to shareholders and they sold the land to a buyer.

Recognition of gain at shareholder level

A’s share

B’s share

Combined

Built-in gain recognized by S corporation

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0 *

X .20

X .20

X .20

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

Capital gain tax rate for individuals
Built-in gains tax

*Recognition of this gain increases shareholders’ basis in their stock from $10,000 each to $50,000 each.

Shareholder-level tax on liquidation

A

B

Combined

Fair market value of distributed land

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 *

Adjusted basis of stock

( 5 0 ,0 0 0 )

(50.0001

(100.0001

$0

Recognized gain

$0

$0

*A and B would take a basis in the land equal to fair market value, or $100,000.

Sale of land by A and B
Sales price

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Adjusted basis of land

( 5 0 ,0 0 0 )

(50.0001

(100.0001

$0

Recognized gain
After-tax cash received by A and B
Sales proceeds from land

A
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

$0

$0
B
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

Combined
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Less built-in gains taxes paid on land
distribution
After-tax cash received by A and B

interest would negotiate with the
u n d e rsta n d in g th a t an electio n
would be made.
The solution to a m inority or
lim ited p artn er avoiding built-in

(8.0001
$ 4 2 ,0 0 0

(8.0001

(16.0001

$ 4 2 ,0 0 0

$ 8 4 ,0 0 0

gains taxes on partnership assets is
to require the partnership to have a
§754 election in effect when the
partnership interest is purchased.
This can be accom plished in the

Table 5: Calculation of Gain in the Partnership Scenario
Calculation of gain at partnership level__________________________ Partnership
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

Sales price of land
Adjusted basis
Built-in gain recognized by partnership

(2 0 ,0 0 0 )
$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

Recognition of gain at partner level

A’s share

B’s share

Combined

Built-in gain recognized by partner

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$ 8 0 ,0 0 0

X .20

X .20

X .20

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 8 ,0 0 0

$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

Capital gain tax rate for individuals
Built-in gains tax
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purchase agreement. Since a ratio
nal buyer of a limited partnership
in te re s t w ould insist on such a
clause in the purchase agreement,
we believe that built-in gains taxes
on partnership assets should not be
taken into account in valuing a
holding company organized as a
partnership.

MORE CONCLUSIONS DRAWN
As discussed in both parts of this
article, built-in gains taxes may
need to be taken into account if the

operating company holding nonop
erating assets is organized as a C or
an S corporation, but n o t if the
operating company is organized as
a partnership. We also believe that
in valuing an S corporation, there
is no need to take built-in gains
taxes into account when valuing
stock of a majority stockholder. If,
however, stock of a minority stock
holder is being valued, some recog
nition of built-in gains taxes may be
necessary. Finally, we believe that in
most cases, built-in gains taxes can

The § 75 4 Election

be ignored in a holding company
organized as a partnership.

Mary B. Bader, CPA, JD, LLM, is Associate
Dean and Professor in the College of Busi
ness and Industry at Minnesota State Univer
sity Moorhead. E-mail: bader@mnstate.edu.
Leonard J. Sliwoski, CPA/ABV, PhD, CBA,
ASA, is a professor in the College of Busi
ness and Industry at Minnesota State Univer
sity Moorhead and the director of the Small
Business Development Center. E-mail at sli
woski@mnstate.edu.

2. The risk that inside basis of partnership assets may be
adjusted downwards rather than upwards if assets have

Usually a partnership does not make a § 7 5 4 election until a

depreciated or partners recognize losses on the distribu

partnership interest is sold. Often with family limited part

tion of partnership assets.

nerships, no partnership interests have been sold. There
fore, as of the appraisal date (and resultant assumed sale
of a limited partnership interest) a § 7 5 4 election is not in
place.

3. A § 7 5 4 election may only be revoked with the consent
of the IRS District Director of the Internal Revenue Dis
trict in which the partnership files its tax return. Trea
sury Regulation §1.754-1 (c) sets forth several reasons a

A rational, probable, willing buyer of a limited partnership

requ est for revo catio n of a § 7 5 4 e le c tio n may be

interest (an assumption associated with the fair m arket

granted.

standard of value) would request the partnership to make a
§ 7 5 4 election and incorporate the § 7 5 4 election request as
a term of the purchase agreement of the limited partnership
interest. A rational, probable, willing seller of a limited part
nership interest would not have the authority to cause the
partnership to make the § 7 5 4 election. Typically, the part
ners with authority to make a § 7 5 4 election would be set
forth in the partnership agreement or rest with partners par
ticipating in management decisions.

It is the valuer’s obligation to discern the probable result of
a negotiation between a hypothetical seller and a hypotheti
cal buyer. W e believe that if a partnership owns appreciated
assets, it’s probable that partners who have the authority
to m ake a § 7 5 4 election will m ake th e election a t the
request of a hypothetical willing seller. However, the disad
vantages identified above should be kept in mind by a val
uer. If a valuer believes a § 7 5 4 election will not be made in

Even though a rational, probable, willing seller of a limited

a subject engagement, because of the disadvantages, the
valuer will need to reduce the fair market value of the part

partnership will not have authority to make a § 7 5 4 election,

nership interest being valued to reflect the built-in gains tax

we believe it’s probable that partners with this authority to

liability. Given that the built-in gains tax liability will not be

make a § 7 5 4 election will generally do so when the partner

paid immediately, but rather when the partnership disposes

ship owns appreciated assets. Basis adjustments under

of appreciated assets, full recognition of the built-in gains

§ 7 5 4 a ris e w h en a p a rtn e rs h ip in te r e s t is so ld or

tax liability is inappropriate. In this situation, the valuer

exchanged (§ 7 4 3 (b ) adjustment) and when property is dis

most likely will consider the build-in gains tax liability as a

tributed to a partner (§ 7 3 4 (b ) adjustment). A § 7 5 4 election

component of the discount for lack of marketability.

allow s th e inside basis of partnership property to be
adjusted upwards to reflect the purchase price paid by a
buyer (§ 7 4 3 (b )). A § 7 5 4 election also allows the inside
basis of partnership property to be adjusted upwards to
reflect basis adjustments and recognized gains on distribu
tions of partnership property to partners (§ 7 3 4 (b )).

Unless a valuer believes the disadvantages associated with
a § 7 5 4 election will surface in a subject engagement and
result in no § 7 5 4 election being made, it is rational to
assume that a § 7 5 4 election will be made. The result of a
valid § 7 5 4 election is that a willing buyer of a limited part
nership interest will not reduce the purchase price for any

The disadvantages associated with making a § 7 5 4 election

potential built-in gains tax liability associated with appreci

include:

ated partnership property.

1. Additional record keeping for the partnership.
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EXPERTTo o ls
FURTHER GUIDANCE ON VALUING
MEDICAL PRACTICES FROM A
SEASONED EXPERT
A Review of Medical Practice Valuation Guidebook— 2001/2002, Including
Comprehensive Financial Analysis and the Influence of Managed Care by Mark
Dietrich (Windsor Professional Information, LLC, 2001) 600 pages plus CD.

John M ayerhofer, CPA
With Medical Practice Valuation Guide
book for 2001/2002, Mark Dietrich,
CPA/ABV, has completely updated
his first com prehensive guide
devoted exclusively to the valuation
of m edical practices. Am ong its
many benefits are chapters designed
to aid the valuation consultant in
understanding how medical practice
revenue is generated and how the
capitation system for compensating
physicians has altered the valuation
process. D ietrich ’s discussion of
physician work codes and the refer
ences in sources of Medicare statisti
cal data are some of the m ore
enlightening aspects of the chapter
on revenue analysis and provide a
key tool in the income normalization
process required in any valuation.
Dietrich combines theory with
practice to help the reader under
stand the complexities of medical
practice management as a business,
an asset, and a valuation target. The
overriding goal of the second edition
is to provide in-depth analysis and
related problem solving tools to the
financial and valuation issues con
fronting the medical profession now.
Readers of the first edition will note
the addition of extensive new mater
ial covering such diverse areas as
dental practices, ambulatory surgery
centers, and litigation.
For those who have followed the

near collapse of the Physician Practice
Management (PPM) business, this
new edition addresses many of the
related valuation issues, such as valu
ing the non-competition agreements
typically included in such transactions.
Valuators engaged in expert wit
ness and divorce work will find a
wealth of new information, includ
ing a point by point approach to iso
lating enterprise (practice) goodwill
from personal (professional) good
will, including a spreadsheet model.
In addition, the enclosed CD con
tains a complete attorney’s guide as
well as a checklist to be used by attor
neys in evaluating experts and their
reports. That checklist should be
invaluable to expert witnesses and
valuators as well.
In his chapter on tax planning,
Mark includes detailed analysis on
the impact of recent tax cases such
as Davis and Gross. He also discusses
comprehensively the issues concern
ing and the approach to valuing a
medical practice for donation to a
tax-exem pt entity, a surprisingly
common occurrence.
Valuators and physician-advisers
will find a solution to the most com
mon of all small medical practice
dilemmas, solving the two-person prac
tice buy-out.
Here’s what else is new:
• A discussion of individual medical

practice intangibles and how to dif
feren tiate them from personal
goodwill. Additional commentary
on divorce valuations where prac
tice intangibles may be marital
property while personal goodwill
is not. Spreadsheet examples.
• Detailed methodology for valuing
covenants not to compete including
spreadsheet examples.
• Latest information on the radical
changes in how the Medicare pro
gram values the services of differ
ent physician specialties.
• Analysis of final Stark II Regula
tions.
• All new discussion of the “compe
tent management” assumption of
the fair m arket value standard
and how to employ it in making
normalization adjustments.
• Guidance for issues specific to liti
gation engagem ents including
the errors typically made by opposing
experts unfamiliar with physician
practices or the regulatory envi
ronment.
• Issues peculiar to dental practices,
including insight into the mea
surement of excess earnings.
• An all new section on the stan
dard medical practice chart of
accounts and how to “roll it up”
to compare to statistical norms.
• Index of Internet sites relevant to
valuation, litigation, and practice
management on the CD. Each listing
appears with a brief description of
the information to be found and a
hyperlink to the site itself.
As Jim Rigby noted in his review
of D ietrich’s first edition of this
book, “It is clear the Medical Practice
Valuation Guidebook was written by
someone who earns a living doing
health care consulting and valuation.
T h ro u g h o u t the book, D ietrich
offers insights from his more than 20
years working with physicians as a
consultant and tax p ractitioner.
These insights aid the read er in
obtaining a frame of reference for
their qualitative analyses. Dietrich
also offers a series of key valuation
tips permitting the valuator to zero
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in on the critical aspects of valuation
decisions.” (See “Guidance on Valu
ing Medical Practices from a Sea
soned Expert,” CPA Expert, Winter
1999.)
This book is a must read for not
only valuators but also PPM execu
tives, health care attorneys, HMO
executives and hospital CFOs as well

as others engaged in acquiring and
m anaging m edical practices.
2001/2002 Medical Practice Valuation
Guidebook Including the Influences of
Managed Care comes with a CD that
provides multiple template models
and a sample report used through
out the book as a case study.
Medical Practice Valuation Guide

EXPERTTools
A NEW EDITION OF A LITIGATION
CLASSIC
A Review of Litigation Services Handbook: The Role of the Financial Expert, Third
Edition, Roman L. Weil, Michael J. Wagner, and Peter B. Frank, eds., (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2001). ISBN: 0471403091.

M ichael A. Crain
Litigation Services Handbook is a classic
for any practitioner providing litiga
tion or dispute resolution services.
Long known as a compulsory text for
the litigation library, this text can be
considered an “advanced basic”
book as it covers numerous issues for
both the experienced and less expe
rienced expert. First published in
1990, now in the third edition—a
sign of literary success for a business
book—this edition now contains
more than 900 pages with 19 new
chapters.
The editors include Mike Wagner,
CPA, and Peter Frank, CPA, for many
years well-known litigation practition
ers in national firms. Another editor,
Rom an Weil, PhD, CPA, is an
accounting professor at the Graduate
School of Business of the University
of Chicago. Eighty-four authors con
tributed to the book.
Litigation Services Handbook is orga
nized into six major areas: the litiga
tion environment (four chapters),
damage techniques (10 chapters),
litigation tools (two chapters), civil

10

litigation (23 chapters), marital dis
solution (five chapters), and crimi
nal cases (two chapters).
Civil litigation, the largest section
with 23 chapters, covering securities
litigation (four chapters), intellec
tual property (five), antitrust/busi 
ness combinations (two), bankruptcy
(two), construction and environ
mental disputes (three), and other
civil litigation (seven), which
includes business interruption, gov
ernment contracts, and employment
discrimination.
Damage techniques is the second
largest section with 10 chapters that
include discussions on damages to
new businesses, cost of capital, puni
tive damages, and tax treatment on
awards. Cost of capital relates to the
selection of a discount rate when cal
culating the present value of lost
future income. A substantial increase
in the volume of data on cost of capi
tal has m ade m ore sophisticated
analysis possible. This chapter also
discusses finance theory covering
CAPM (capital asset pricing model)

book is available from Windsor Profes
sional Inform ation (800-266-5564
and 800-266-6553). X

John Mayerhofer, CPA, is with The Finan
cial Evaluation Group, Oakland, California.

and WACC (weighted average cost of
capital). Another chapter covers the
tax treatment of damage awards and
discusses some key tax cases and rele
vant tax code sections. The chapter
on damages to new businesses dis
cusses relevant legal standards and
presents some key cases, also citing
cases for a variety of issues in this
area. This chapter also analyzes in
detail the reasonable certainty standard
applicable to damages on new busi
nesses. The chapter on cost estima
tion contains a brief overview of sta
tistical and nonstatistical methods for
estimating costs in a lost profits case.
Intellectual property damages is
an active area. The Handbook has five
chapters covering damages in trade
mark, trade secret, false advertising,
copyright, patent infringement, and
royalty audit cases.
For the less experienced practi
tioner, this edition covers more basic
topics. For the specialized expert, it
presents some very focused topics,
such as damages involving deriva
tives, boards of directors, interna
tional trade, and alter ego.
The Litigation Services Handbook
will continue to be supplem ented
with annual updates from the pub
lisher. The next annual supplement
expects to have new chapters on
biotechnology, Internet damages,
and class action.
Michael A. Crain, CPA/ABV, ASA, CFE, is a
shareholder with Peed, Koross, Finkelstein
& Crain, P.A. in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. He
Is a current member of the AlCPA’s ABV
Examination Committee and a past member
of the Litigation and Dispute Resolution
Services Committee, and the steering com
mittees for the litigation and fraud confer
ences. You can reach him at mcraln@pkfccpa.com or 954-760-9000 x1 05.
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EXPERTTools
COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT OF
DISCOUNTS AND PREMIUMS
A Review of Business Valuation Discounts and Premiums by Shannon P. Pratt,
CFA, FASA, MCBA, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2001, 392 pages, hardcover.

Harold G. M artin, Jr., MBA, CPA, ABV, ASA, CFE
Valuation discounts and premiums
may be one of the most significant
factors in estimating the value of a
closely held business. Yet, u n til
now, not a single, comprehensive
source has addressed this complex
topic. Shannon Pratt’s Business Val
uation Discounts and Premiums fills
this void admirably.
This is Dr. P ratt’s most recent
offering in a series that includes
last year’s publication of Valuing a
Business: The Analysis and Appraisal
of Closely Held Companies, 4th Edition,
and two texts on specialized valua
tion topics, The Market Approach to
Valuing a Business and The Lawyer’s
Business Valuation Handbook.
In this new offering, Dr. Pratt
provides a m ore com prehensive
treatm ent of discounts and premi
ums. The text considers each of the
major types of discounts and premi
ums, including:
1. Lack of control discounts and
control premiums.
2. Lack of marketability discounts
for noncontrolling and control
ling interests.
3. Nonvoting versus voting inter
ests.
4. Key person discounts.
5. T rap p ed -in capital gains dis
counts.
6. Blockage discounts.
7. Nonhom ogeneous assets (port
folio) discounts.
8. C o ntingent liability (environ
mental, litigation) discounts.

9. Discounts from net asset value
for h o ld in g co m p an ies (for
example, FLPs, LLCs).
10. D iscounts for undivided frac
tional interests in real estate.
For each type of discount and
prem ium , the text discusses the
conceptual basis for the discount or
premium, the factors affecting their
magnitude, empirical studies sup
porting their existence, and court
opinions relating to their accep
tance or rejection. In addition, the
text also considers the applicability
of the discounts given the purpose
of a valuation, that is, federal gift,
estate, and income taxes; marital
dissolution; dissenting shareholder
actions; corporate or partnership
dissolution; ESOPs; and bankruptcy
and reorganizations.

blocks of stock compared with prices
of minority shares and a table of set
tlements reached with the IRS on
discounts from NAV for FLPs.
Finally, the text includes a com
prehensive set of appendices with
an extensive bibliography, data
resources, a table of cited court
cases, and an eight credit hour CPE
exam.
Overall, Business Valuation Dis
counts and Premiums is an excellent
addition to the BV body of knowl
edge and a must for every serious
practitioner’s library. My single crit
icism is that the text could benefit
from the inclusion of more repre
sentative examples and case studies
illustrating application of concepts.
One can only hope that Dr. Pratt
continues to be prolific in his writ
ings as he has truly been at the
forefront of our profession in pro
viding timely and informative valua
tion literature for the current gen
eration of appraisers.
Business Valuation Discounts and
Premiums is available from Business
V aluation Resources, 7412 S.W.
Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway, Suite
106, Portland, Oregon 97225. 888BUS-VALU; 888-287-8258; fax 800846-2291.

ALTERNATIVE VIEWS
One of the more interesting attrib
utes of the book is Dr. Pratt’s presen
tation of the alternative views on dif
ficult issues (for example, type of
interest derived when using a guide
line public com pany valuation
methodology, applicability of lack of
marketability discounts for control
ling interests), including commen
tary from other well-known apprais
ers on these subjects (Eric Nath,
Mike Bolotsky, Chris Mercer, et al.).
Also of note is the presentation of
information on selected topics not
previously published, such as a table
of premiums paid to voting control

Harold G. M artin, Jr. is the Principal-InCharge of the Business Valuation Group for
Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, Gary & Shreaves,
P.C. in Richmond, Virginia. He Is a former
member of the AICPA Business Valuation
Subcommittee, editor of the AICPA ABV
E-Valuation Alert, and a national instructor
and technical reviewer for AICPA valuation
CPE courses. He is also President of the
ASA Richmond Chapter, and Leader for the
Virginia Society of CPAs Consulting Ser
vices Group.
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DISASTER RESOURCES

DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER

The AICPA urges any CPA fam ily th a t has been
affected by the tragic events of September 1 1 and in
need of assistance to contact AICPA Treasurer, Dale
Atherton, at 201-938-3253.

The AICPA and CPA2Biz have created a disaster
recovery center located at www.cpa2biz com /recov
ery to help CPAs assist individuals and businesses
recover from and develop contingency plans for dis
aster situations.

The AICPA Benevolent Fund helps members and their
families when they face financial difficulty caused by
serious illness, accident, death or other major misfor
tunes. In addition, we are in the process of establish
ing a fund called CPAs in Support of America Fund,
Inc. to help CPAs, CPA firm s, and anyone else
affected by these events.
Please also contact Ms. Atherton regarding dona
tions to this fund or send a check naming either fund
to: name of fund, AICPA, Harborside Financial Cen
te r, 2 0 1 P laza T h ree, Jersey C ity , New Jersey
0 7 3 1 1 -3 8 8 1 . For information regarding on-line con
tributions please continue to consult our website for
updated information: www.aicpa.org .

As part of a profession-wide effort to support and
help the CPA community and the individuals and
businesses with whom they work, especially those
affected by the recent terrorist events, CPA2Biz and
the Institute have joined forces to offer important
tools, information and resources to their members.
The tools cover several areas, including insurance;
business interruption; financial planning; information
technology and data security; ta x and regulatory
guidance; business valuation; risk m anagem ent;
accounting and audit guidance; and behavioral psy
chology.
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